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 Journal of American Studies, 34 (2000), 1, 67-88 Printed in the United Kingdom
 ? 2000 Cambridge University Press

 Pie in the Sky vs. Meat and
 Potatoes : The Case of Sun
 Ship's Yard No. 4
 JOHN M. McLARNON

 In the spring of 1942, the Sun Shipbuilding and Drydock Company was
 gearing up for the most productive three years in its history. With the
 United States at war, the demand for transport ships would soon propel
 the Chester-based shipyard to a position of unmatched prominence in the
 industry ? a remarkable development for a concern that was originally
 conceived as a support subsidiary for its parent, the Sun Oil Company.
 Twenty-six years earlier, Joseph N. Pew, the younger of two brothers
 who oversaw the fortunes of Sun Oil, had suggested the creation of a
 shipyard to build tankers needed to carry the products of Sun's Marcus

 Hook (Pa.) refinery. He and his older brother J. Howard acquired the old
 Merchant's Shipyard, hired cousin John G. Pew as president, and began
 building tankers.1

 By the end of 1943, Sun Ship boasted 35,000 employees, approximately
 half of whom were black. More than one third of the black employees
 worked in the company's No. 4 facility, a yard intended by the Pews to
 be staffed completely by black workers. Yard No. 4 presented blacks with
 another instance of a recurring dilemma : should they postpone the goal
 of full integration for the sake of economic improvement, or should they
 forgo the opportunity to improve their vocational expertise and economic
 condition for the ultimate goal of total equality in a fully integrated
 society ? Such a goal seemed, on the eve of the Second World War, nearly
 as remote as it had been at the close of the Civil War. Jim Crow ruled
 throughout the South. The North lacked Jim Crow laws, but
 John M. McLarnon is an Assistant Professor of History at Millers ville University,
 Millersville, PA 175 51, USA.

 1 "Mr. Pew At Valley Forge," Time, 19 (6 May 1940), 15-17; John Meli, Barriers to
 Employment Growth in a Distressed Area : A Case Study of Chester Pa. (Chester : Widener
 College, 1972).
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 68 John M. McLarnon

 discrimination and segregation were the norm rather than the exception.
 "What have Negroes to fight for?" A. Philip Randolph demanded in
 1942. "If you haven't got democracy yourself, how can you carry it to
 somebody else? "2

 Located in the southeast corner of Pennsylvania, Chester typified race
 conditions in the North. Blacks could live only in the "black" sections of
 the city. The public school system was totally segregated below the ninth
 grade. Restaurants and theaters either had sections reserved for blacks, or
 banned blacks altogether. The city hospital maintained separate "colored"
 wards. Despite state legislation prohibiting racial discrimination and a
 twenty-year campaign by the local naacp chapter to have that legislation
 enforced, war-time Chester was a nearly totally segregated city.3
 Migration from the South, during the First and Second Great

 Migrations, added to the racial polarization. Chester's native-born blacks
 knew their place. Most accepted the fact that Chester was a segregated
 city, with all that such segregation implied. They were generally
 considered by their white neighbors to be god-fearing, law-abiding
 citizens - "the more responsible members of their race. " A small number
 had achieved professional success within their own community ; a few had
 been "honored with places of trust" in city government.4

 The blacks coming from the South were different. Most arrived with
 neither family nor money and were drawn to the Bethel Court, the city's
 infamous red-light district, where they could find cheap housing and
 ready entertainment. At night, "The Court" resembled a lawless,
 licentious "carnival town" where everything was for sale - liquor, drugs,
 numbers, sex, and protection. Illegal policy books and gambling parlors
 abounded; girls sat at windows or in doorways, inviting passers-by to
 enter. More ambitious prostitutes would "grab men off the streets on their
 way to work. "5

 2 A. Philip Randolph, "Why Should We March," Survey Graphic, 31 (Nov. 1942),
 488-89.

 3 See: Richard E. Harris, Politics and Prejudice : A History of Chester (Pa) Negroes (Apache
 Junction, Ariz.: Relmo Publishers, 1991), John M. McLarnon, "Ruling Suburbia: A
 Biography of the McClure Machine of Delaware County, Pennsylvania" (Ph.D. diss.,
 University of Delaware, 1997).

 4 William H. Raymond, interview by John J. Turner, 24 May 1977, Tape no. 22, Chester
 Black Experience Oral History Project, MG-409, Pennsylvania State Archives, Harrisburg,
 Pa; Chester Times, 25 July 1917, 2 Feb. 1899.

 5 Solomon Bouldin, interview by John J. Turner, 5 May 1977, Tape no. 1, Chester Black
 Experience Oral History Project; John Ihlder, "How the War Came to Chester," The
 Survey, 40 (1 June 1918), 243?51; George Raymond, interview by John J. Turner,
 12 Apr. 1977, Tape no. 19, Chester Black Experience Oral History Project.
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 Chester natives saw a direct correlation between the influx of southern

 blacks, the growth of vice, and the increased incidence of violent crime.
 "A lawless element is now abroad," opined the Chester Times. "Every
 man who is even suspected of membership in this criminal class must be
 informed ... that his presence in the city is not desired. " The responsibility
 lay particularly heavily on the black community which some whites
 suspected of harboring black law-breakers. For its own sake, the Times

 warned, the black community must not give shelter to the criminals in its
 midst.6

 The migrants themselves found the city depressing - cold, impersonal,
 and lacking all sense of community. They also found prejudice in
 Chester's native-born residents, black and white alike. According to long
 time Chester resident Emmett Grasty, there were two classes of blacks
 in Chester. The difference between the two was education, property
 ownership, and skin color. "Those who were light-complexioned felt
 superior to the black" and most migrants fell into the latter class.7

 Like black communities elsewhere, Chester's had wrestled with the
 question of idealism versus pragmatism. In 1913, the city fathers had
 proposed the creation of a separate black high school. Proponents said
 that it would create jobs for black teachers and improve the learning
 environment for black students. Opponents saw the plan as a scheme
 devised by whites to further segregate the city. Ultimately the city
 abandoned the plan, but the issue ? what one long-time member of the
 Chester naacp described as a question of "pie in the sky vs. meat and
 potatoes " - remained. With the advent of the black shipyard, the question
 of the course of progress for Chester's black community grew from a local
 concern to a national debate on social, economic, and governmental
 policy.8

 6 Chester Times, 25 July 1917, 27 Sept. 1916.
 7 See interviews with Alvin Swiggett, Emmett C. Grasty, and Tiney Bradford, Chester
 Black Experience Oral History Project; Emmett C. Grasty, interview by John J. Turner,
 5 Jan. 1977, Tape no. 8, Chester Black Experience Oral History Project.

 8 Testimony of Alvin H. Swiggett, James E. Brown, Helen Hunt, and George T.
 Raymond, Chester Black Experience Oral History Project; Chester Times, 26 May 1900,
 11 May 1901, 15 June 1901, 28 Aug. 1901, 7 Sept. 1901, 21 Sept. 1901, 28 Sept. 1901,
 15 Feb. 1902, 5 May 1902; 30 May 1913, 7 June 1913, 14 June 1913, 7 Sept. 1926; Home

 Directory of the Colored People of the City of Chester (Chester: Lawrence L. Barrett, 1906);
 State School Code of 1911, p.l. 309, Section 1405; William Whitehead, Directory of the
 Borough of Chester for the Years 1SJ9-1860 (West Chester: E. F. James Steam Power
 Book and Job Printer, 1859), 97; The Chester City Directory, 1879-1880 (New York:
 Webb & Co., 1879), 21 ; Chester Times, 7 June 1913, 14 June 1913, 7 Sept. 1926; George
 T. Raymond, interview by author, 21 Oct. 1997.
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 7 o John M. McLarnon

 Before the First World War, few blacks worked in shipbuilding ; most
 of those who did were recruited as strike-breakers. The major exception
 was the Newport News Shipbuilding Co. where, in 1902, two-thirds of
 the workforce was black. The Great War significantly increased
 opportunities for blacks. At the peak of the war effort, nearly 24,650
 blacks worked in shipyards along the Atlantic coast. Twenty percent of
 those worked in skilled trades. A black riveter at Sparrows Point set a
 record by driving 4,875 rivets in a single shift. At Hog Island in south
 Philadelphia, blacks worked in segregated crews driving the piles for the
 yard's fifty ways. When fully operational, the massive yard employed
 more than forty-five black foremen to oversee the efforts of their all-black
 crews.9
 With the cessation of hostilities, thousands lost their jobs as the

 industry returned to peace-time production levels. By 1930, "whatever
 gains the Negro had made as a result of the war emergency were waning
 ... and discrimination was levied upon both the skilled and unskilled

 Negro worker." Black employment in shipbuilding had shrunk to
 approximately 7,600; only 1,000 worked in skilled trades. When Sun
 began hiring large numbers of black workers in 1942, black leaders were
 encouraged. Sun's actions might signal a permanent increase in job
 opportunities for blacks as well as the full integration of trades previously
 reserved almost exclusively for whites.10

 In July 1941, the Office of Production Management announced that
 Sun planned to increase black employment by one hundred percent. By

 May 1942, Sun was hiring blacks at the rate of sixty per week and had
 notified the Department of Labor that it planned to hire 6,000 blacks by
 July. The opportunities, one Labor Department recruiter told the naacp's

 Walter White, for blacks to enter the skilled trades "seem greater ... than
 at any time in our history."11 On 27 May, however, US press services
 carried a report that tended to dampen black optimism:

 9 Lorenzo G. Greene and Carter G. Woodson, The Negro Wage Earner (Washington,
 D.C. : the Association for the Study of Negro Life and History, Inc., 1930); Crisis, 4
 (Aug. 1918), 3 (July 1918), 1 (May 1918), 2 (Dec. 1919); Lester Rubin, The Negro in the
 Shipbuilding Industry (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1970); Frederic C.
 Lane, Ships For Victory (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1951); United States
 Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation, Hearings before the Committee on
 Commerce, United States Senate, Tan. 1919 (Washington: Government Printing Office,
 1919); H?R Island News, 20 (13 July 1918).  10 Rubin, 40.

 11 Office of Production Management press release, i July 1941, pm 653, NAACP Papers,
 Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. ; G. James Fleming to naacp and the March
 on-Washington Committee, 22 Aug. 1941, NAACP Papers; Richard N. Thomas to

 Walter White, 13 May 1942, NAACP Papers.
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 The Sun Shipbuilding corporation announced construction of a new shipyard
 which will be staffed by about 9,000 Negro workers. John G. Pew said that at first
 the laborers will be under the supervision of white personnel but Negro help on
 the company's payroll will be trained for promotion to these supervisory posts.12

 Like the shipyard itself, the idea of a separate yard staffed exclusively by
 black workers belonged to Joe Pew. He brought in Emmett J. Scott,
 former secretary to Booker T. Washington, to oversee recruitment and
 hiring. Jerome B. Holland and Charles A. Shorter were hired as Scott's
 assistants. Two professors from nearby Swarthmore College would run
 the yard's vocational and management training programs. "It is our
 intention," Pew told the press, "to make the shipyard, designated as

 No. 4 of our Chester plant, an all-Negro project. "13
 The majority of black newspapers condemned the plan as a continuation

 - if not an escalation - of Jim Crow as well as a violation of fdr's
 Executive Order 8802. A vocal minority, however, welcomed the news.
 The Pittsburgh Courier was particularly exuberant. "An industrial Utopia, "
 the Courier proclaimed, "wherein 9,000 race workers are to hold every job
 ... is rapidly taking shape at Eddy stone along the Delaware River. " Orrin

 Evans, editor of the "Negro News" for the Philadelphia Record called the
 project "a sensational piece of good news" because it would provide
 good jobs for blacks in an industry previously "lily white." "Citizens of
 Philadelphia, Chester, and Wilmington," added Alvin White of the
 Associated Negro Press, "are looking forward to its opening [where]
 excellent pay for responsible posts is the plan. "14

 True to his Tuskegee roots, Scott emphasized the valuable role that
 vocational training could play in the improvement of race relations. Yard
 No. 4 would produce a "large group of qualified Negroes in skilled
 crafts" whose accomplishments would help to remove the "doubts and
 fears regarding the capability of the Negro craftsman. " William War rick
 of the Philadelphia Board of Education concurred. Integration would
 come, he predicted, but the first priority was to "get the Negro worker
 into the place where the other groups can see what he can do. " The Pew
 plan offered black workers that opportunity. To "sacrifice 9,000 jobs

 12 New York Times, 27 May 1942; Emmett J. Scott, "Shipyard No. 4," Our Yard, 12
 (August 1942), 6.

 13 "The Men," The Brown American (Spring 1943), 7; New York Times, 27 May 1942.
 14 Pittsburgh Courier, 6 June 1942; Orrin C. Evans, "War Jobs for Negroes Doubled in

 Year Here," Philadelphia Record, 28 May 1942; Alvin White, "Sun Ship To Ignore
 Protests," Philadelphia Afro-American, 20 June 1942.
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 72 John M. McLarnon

 because of a segregated shipyard," Warrick asserted, "would be pure
 foolishness. " The National Association of Negroes in American Industry
 reached a similar conclusion. The opening of a black shipyard, it declared,
 was "one of the most significant pieces of social action in modern
 American Industry. "15

 Arrayed against the voices of approval was a plethora of black
 publications, along with many local and national black organizations.
 "Are these jobs worth the selling of the principles?" asked John Ross,
 president of the North Philadelphia Civic Association. "This is no time
 for jim-crowism," Philadelphia educator Arthur Fauset insisted, "no
 matter what its label." Adam Clayton Powell insisted that blacks
 everywhere "viewfed] with resentment the creation of yard number 4"
 because it pitted black and white workers against each other and thus was
 inimical to democracy. The Philadelphia Tribune concluded that "the
 policy of a separate yard for colored workers is unnecessary, undemocratic,
 and will not in the long run help either America or colored people. "16

 The Chicago Defender found several reasons to oppose the plan. It
 perpetuated the image of an "auxiliary race," established an insidious
 example that other industries might follow, threatened the position of
 blacks in the labor movement, and encouraged existing segregationist
 attitudes in the South. Finally, the Defender argued that the Pews were
 "actually discriminating against white workers." "When the Negro asks
 for Democracy," the Defender stated categorically, "he means equal
 treatment, not special treatment at the expense of his white brother. " The
 National Negro Congress petitioned the War Manpower Commission
 to block Sun's plan, arguing that it was clear indication of Sun's desire to
 "vitiate the intention of the President to abolish discrimination ... and to

 render ineffective the work of the Fair Employment Practices Committee
 (fepc)." The c?o filed its own protest, claiming that a segregated

 workplace would "injure the position of the Negro worker in many
 fields in which he seeks admission on a basis of competence and
 skill. "17

 15 Emmett Scott, "Ship Yard No. 4;" Philadelphia Tribune, 6 June 1942; "Sun Ship,"
 Brown American (Spring 1943), 5?6, 14.

 16 Philadelphia Tribune, 6 June 1942; Adam Clayton Powell Jr., "Soapbox," The People's
 Voice, 6 June 1942; "Sun Shipbuilding All-Negro Yard Dangerous Precedent For
 America," Philadelphia Tribune, 13 June 1942.

 17 A. C. MacNeal, "Under The Lash," Chicago Defender, 20 June 1942; "Let's Be Fair,"
 Chicago Defender, 20 June 1942; "C'est La Guerre," Chicago Defender, 6 June 1942;
 Philadelphia Independent, 5 July 1942; Chicago Defender, 13 June 1942.
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 Proponents of the black shipyard viewed such objections with disdain.
 Orrin Evans interpreted them as the self-interested complaints of
 agitators, race-conscious publications, and "professional Negroes" to
 whom the fact that 9,000 blacks would get good jobs was "of little or no
 consequence. " "When all Negroes have good jobs, " Evans asserted, "the
 professional Negro will be out of a job himself-his 'cause' will have
 disappeared. " The Courier took a different editorial position, suggesting
 that, behind the rhetoric, the true reason for the opposition of so many
 black leaders was wounded pride. "The finger-pointing in the general
 direction of Emmett Scott," the Courier opined, "is being done by some
 of the 'I told you so' boys who were not in on the ground floor."18

 The NAACP was split over the issue. The national headquarters took the
 lead in condemning "Jim-Crow Shipbuilders." The association's leader
 ship wrote to John G. Pew, advising him that racial segregation of
 workers "leads inevitably to misunderstanding and antagonism and
 frequently to differentials in working conditions. " It also petitioned the
 FEPC to investigate the Pew plan, arguing that it constituted a violation of
 8802 because it set "trade barriers beyond which the Negro worker
 cannot go. " Yet, while the national condemned the plan publicly, it
 spread the word throughout the country that skilled jobs were available
 to blacks at the Sun yard in Chester.19

 The Chester chapter took a different view of the issue. "Our local
 Branch has endorsed the move," Herman Laws wrote to Roy Wilkins.
 "We feel that this is the first step toward the desired end of total
 integration on a non-racial basis." Laws issued a public statement of
 support for the segregated yard. The elimination of segregation was the
 ultimate goal, he agreed, but condemning a step in that direction because
 it fell short of complete success would be not only foolish, but harmful
 to Chester's black community. "The situation," he explained, "is com
 parable to the effort to have colored teachers teach in mixed schools. The
 problem is whether to let colored teachers teach segregated now or remain
 idle until the mixed democratic idea is fixed in the public mind. "20

 18 Evans, "War Jobs for Negroes Doubled in Year Here;" "Spooks Sought In Sun
 Shipyard Plan," Pittsburgh Courier, 13 June 1942.

 19 Walter White to John G. Pew, 1 June 1942, NAACP Papers; The Crisis, 7 (July 1942),
 228; Walter White to President's Committee on Fair Employment Practice, 2 June
 1942, NAACP Papers; The Crisis, 8 (August 1942), 265 ; Richard N. Thomas to Walter

 White, 10 June 1942, NAACP Papers.
 20 Herman Laws to Walter White, 16 June 1942, NAACP Papers; Philadelphia Afro

 American, 27 June 1942.
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 74 John M. McLarnon

 The national office reacted swiftly to Laws' statement, which was
 published in the Philadelphia Afro-American. Walter White telegramed
 Laws, demanding a copy of the article. Laws complied and, within a week,
 he had received his marching orders. White reminded Laws that the
 NAACP had been founded to "oppose segregation ... without compro
 mise." Therefore, Laws was to issue an "immediate repudiation" of his
 approval. Laws complied, issuing a perfunctory retraction that was
 obviously the position of the national, not the conviction of Laws: "The
 Local Branch had no legal or moral right to take such a position when the
 charter under which it operates specifically forbids the condonation of
 segregation or discrimination in any form. "21
 While controversy swirled around them, the Pews proceeded un

 deterred. The FEPC posed no threat to their plans. Only in cases where
 segregation led to discrimination could the fepc intervene. Even in cases
 of clear-cut discrimination, however, it could only "investigate complaints
 and issue non-binding directives", it had little "power to end
 discriminatory practices." What power the fepc did wield was further
 circumscribed by the US Maritime Commission, the agency charged with
 insuring a sufficient number of merchant marine vessels for the war effort.

 The Commission wrote clauses in all its contracts forbidding racial
 discrimination, but, when the fepc requested those clauses be enforced,
 the Commission indicated that its intention was to adhere to policies
 "consistent with maximum production." Given such constraints, the
 fepc decided not to interfere with the Pew's plans.22

 Sun selected fifty-seven black employees for schooling in fabrication
 and ship-fitting. Another group was enrolled in Professor Thorn's
 management training course. John G. Pew expected the first keel at the
 new yard to be laid by July 1942, and the first vessel launched before the
 end of the year. At no time did he or his cousins offer an explanation for
 their decision to create a segregated facility and he consistently refused to
 be baited into a defense of the plan by the comments of his critics. Scott
 released a few prepared statements, but these offered little substantive
 explanation. "Sometimes, he took all of two pages of Sun Ship stationery

 21 Walter White to Herman Laws, 30 June 1942, NAACP Papers; Herman Laws to
 Walter White, 1 July 1942, NAACP Papers; Walter White to Herman Laws, 6 July
 1942, NAACP Papers; News release of the Chester Branch, naacp, 8 July 1942,

 NAACP Papers.
 22 James S. Rush, "The Fair Employment Practice Committee and the Shipyard Hearings

 of 1943-1944," Prologue, 4 (Winter 1997), 279-89; Lane, 252; Merl E. Reed, Seedtime
 for the Modern Civil Rights Movement (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press),
 121.
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 to say, when summed up - exactly nothing. " Like his employer, Scott
 "would not court destruction by the gods of controversy."23

 The company magazine, Our Yard, did print one article, authored by
 Scott, on the creation of Yard No. 4. In it, Scott implied that the Pews
 primary motivation was "lessen traditional prejudices" against blacks
 while "furthering the placement of colored men in industry. " The article
 asserted that the plan had been " generally approved by the colored people
 throughout the nation," not only because of the prospects for self
 improvement but, more importantly, because of the opportunity to help
 "defeat the enemies of our country." This opportunity, Scott stated
 categorically was their "chief cause for joy and happiness."24

 To the Pews' critics, the reason for a segregated yard was racism: a
 continuation of Jim-Crow; a tacit admission that the Pews viewed black
 Americans as an "auxiliary race", a deliberate attempt to undermine
 recent developments wherein "white and colored Americans [had] begun
 to work side by side on an equal basis. " Such charges were overly
 simplistic at best, grossly misleading at worst. The Pews took great pride
 in their family's reputation regarding race relations. Grandfather John
 Pew had helped black slaves escaping north on the underground railroad.
 When his Presbyterian congregation condoned slavery, he withdrew and
 helped found the Free Presbyterian Church. Subsequent generations held
 benevolent, if not egalitarian views, on racial issues. Prior to the war, at
 a time when many industries in Chester hired whites only, Sun Ship
 employed nearly 2,000 blacks. Hundreds more worked at the Sun Oil
 refinery.25

 The Pews' priority was not to segregate their workforce, but rather to
 emphasize the training of black tradesmen in a manner modeled after
 Booker T. Washington's "Gospel of Work and Money." Joe Pew's
 choice of Emmett Scott, and his association with conservative black
 leaders such as Robert R. Church and Ira F. Lewis, indicated that he
 believed in the efficacy of Washington's approach. John G. Pew's remarks
 to the chairman of the Maritime Commission connoted a similar

 23 Ralph Mull, "First Colored Defense Training Class," Our Yard, 9 (May 1942), 4;
 "Dinner For Colored Leaders and Assistant Foremen," Our Yard, 9 (May 1942), 5 ;
 Chester Times, 27 May 1942; Philadelphia Record, 27 May 1942; "Sun Ship," Brown
 American (Spring 1943), 5-6, 14.

 24 Emmett J. Scott, "Ship Yard No. 4," Our Yard, 12 (August 1942), 6?7.
 25 Philadelphia Tribune, 6 June 1942; Chicago Defender, 20 June 1942; Philadelphia

 Independent, 14 June 1942; Robert R. Church to Joseph N. Pew Jr., 20 Dec. 1947, Joseph
 N. Pew Jr. Papers, Accession no. 1862, Hagley Museum, Wilmington De.; Dan
 Rottenberg, "The Sun Gods," Philadelphia Magazine, 9 (Sept. 1975), 111-19, 180?97;
 Chicago Defender, 6 Nov. 1943.
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 -?G John M. McLarnon

 conviction. He believed that "colored people, if given an opportunity and
 the proper instruction, could do just as well as anyone else at
 shipbuilding. "26

 At the same time, the project was an expression of Joe Pew's prescient
 pragmatism. As events in Philadelphia, St. Louis, Chicago, and elsewhere
 during the First World War testified, the introduction of blacks into all
 white work places risked race-based labor trouble. After twenty years,
 workplace race relations had not significantly improved. Whites had
 staged "hate strikes" against integration at the Chrysler Corporation, the

 Hudson Naval Ordnance Plant, and elsewhere. When management at the
 Alabama Drydock and Shipping Company tried to move twelve black
 workers to previously all-white welding jobs, a race riot ensued that
 closed the yard for two days and required the US Army to restore order.

 Many in Chester, including Herman Laws, believed the same thing could
 happen in their city. "If Mr. Pew," Laws asserted, "were to send a host
 of prepared colored workers into various departments of his concern, the
 outcome may well be pictured. " Laws' faith in the vitality of racism in
 the Delaware Valley was confirmed two years later when 6,000 white
 employees of the Philadelphia Transportation Company staged a wildcat
 strike to protest the hiring of eight black motormen. The action paralyzed
 the city's transit system. Finally, Federal troops had to be deployed in
 order to prevent a race riot and bring the strike to an end.27

 Joe Pew was as savvy an observer of social conditions as was Laws. The
 war had increased the country's need for ocean-going transports while
 robbing the labor pool of a substantial percentage of its workers. The
 Pews employed blacks, but societal and institutional prejudice legitimized
 by custom had restricted most of them to low-paying, unskilled jobs.

 With the war, Pew realized that blacks would have to be trained for skilled

 trades and supervisory positions. He also realized that doing so risked a
 shut-down of the entire facility. That could not be tolerated. A segregated
 yard would allow expansion while minimizing the possibility of labor

 26 W. E. B. DuBois, The Souls of Black Folk (New York : Dodd, Mead, and Company,
 1979), 37; John Hope Franklin, Introduction to Three Negro Classics (New York: Avon

 Books, 1965), xi; Booker T. Washington, The Story of My Life and Work (1901); Joseph
 N. Pew Jr. to James F. Torrance, 21 May 1941, Joseph N. Pew Jr. Papers; Robert R.
 Church-Joseph N. Pew Jr. Correspondence, Pew Papers; Emmett J. Scott, "The
 Experiment That Did Not Fail," Brown American (Spring 1945), 4-5, 14-15.

 27 Philadelphia Independent, 14 June 1942; Pittsburgh Courier, 27 June 1942; Nelson;
 Philadelphia Afro-American, 27 June 1942; Philadelphia Inquirer, 2 Aug. 1944; Theodore
 Spaulding, "Philadelphia's Hate Strike," The Crisis, 9 (Sept. 1944): 281-83, 3o1
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 Pie in the Sky vs. Meat and Potatoes 77

 strife. Hence, the decision to open a black yard was a concession of a
 pragmatic businessman to the state of race relations in 1942.a8

 Organized labor had a different interpretation of Joe Pew's intentions.
 With a certifying election scheduled for June 1943, c?o leaders saw an all
 black yard as a thinly veiled attempt to undermine their efforts to organize
 Sun's workers - a bitterly fought campaign that had begun in 1936. That
 year, the cio-affiliated Industrial Union of Marine and Shipyard Workers
 of America (iumswa) staged a walkout that ended in a deadly riot. A
 competing union, the Sun Ship Employees Association (ssea) won
 certification the following year. The c?o continued its efforts, claiming the
 ssea was an illegal company union which, with the support of

 management, used cheating, spies, bribery, and intimidation to quash all
 iumswa activity.29

 In 1940, the nlrb agreed to hold hearings on the c?o charges. The
 highlight of the proceedings was the testimony of boiler maker Louis
 (Aggie) Campbell. An ex-prize-fighter, ex-state trooper, and general
 trouble maker, Campbell claimed that he had been in charge of the ssea's
 "strong arm squad," a collection of thugs that kept the yard free of
 competing labor activity. He painted a detailed, if confused, portrait of a
 Pew management team willing to engage in bribery, terrorism, and
 "elaborate double-crossing" in order to keep iumswa out. The nlrb
 believed Campbell's story; it ordered the disestablishment of the ssea and
 recognition of iumswa. When the Pews refused to bargain with iumswa,
 the nlrb sued in Federal court. By its own admission, the nlrb's decision
 was based primarily on the revelations of Campbell, a man many
 considered a "punch-drunk crackpot." The Third Circuit Court of
 Appeals found little of merit in Campbell's testimony and threw out the
 nlrb ruling. The c?o then petitioned for a new certifying election which
 the nlrb scheduled for the summer of 1943.30

 28 William H. Raymond, interview by John J. Turner, 24 May 1977, Chester Black
 Experience.

 29 "Mr. Pew At Valley Forge," Time, 19 (6 May 1940), 15-17; National Labor Relations
 Board v Sun Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, On Petition for Enforcement of an Order
 of the National Labor Relations Board, United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the
 Third Circuit, Vol. 2730, Case No. 8106, National Archives-Philadelphia Region,
 Philadelphia, Pa.; Philadelphia Record, 12 Dec. 1936; "Sun Oil," Fortune, 2 (Feb. 1941),
 50-59, 112-19; Chester Times, 7 Dec. 1936; Chester Times, 19 Mar. 1937, 1 Apr. 1943.

 30 Chester Times, 19 Dec. 1940; Guy G. DeFuria, interview by author, 14 Oct. 1996;
 J. Mervyn Harris, interview by author, 18 Mar. 1996 ; John Cramp, interview by author,
 15 Oct. 1996 ; The Matter of Sun Shipbuilding and Dry dock Co. and Industrial Union of Marine
 and Shipbuilding Workers of America, National Labor Relations Board, Case No. C-1899,
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 78 John M. McLarnon

 By that time, iumswa had achieved remarkable success in organizing
 the ship yards in the Philadelphia region. From its offices in Camden, New
 Jersey, iumswa controlled the labor at the Cramp Shipyard in Philadelphia,
 New York Shipbuilding in Camden, Federal Shipbuilding in Kearney,
 New Jersey, Bethlehem Steel's Sparrow's Point (Maryland) facility and
 the Philadelphia Navy Yard. Success at Sun would make its regional
 hegemony complete. The importance of the black vote to the outcome of
 the election was suggested in a letter from organizer Albert Black to the
 president of iumswa. "If the negro workers can be made 'organized labor
 conscious,'" Black wrote, "Local #2 will become one of the strongest
 unions on the eastern seaboard. "31

 It was in the final stages of the battle between the c?o and the ssea that
 Yard No. 4 opened. The c?o claimed that the Pews wanted to isolate their
 black workers from iumswa activists while pressuring them to join the
 ssea. Both sides enlisted the aid of black community leaders as the fight
 for union supremacy focused on the black yard. The Pews invited A.M.E.
 Bishop David Simms to deliver the invocation at the opening of the yard
 in December 1942. In April 1943, Simms presented John G. Pew with the

 National Association of Negroes in American Industry's Booker T.
 Washington Award. Two months later, Simms gave the endorsement of
 the Philadelphia Conference of the A.M.E. Church to the ssea.32

 The Philadelphia Council of Baptist Churches supported iumswa-cio,
 organizing a "c?o Sunday" in June 1943. Lester Granger of the Urban
 League and Adam Clayton Powell came to Chester to campaign for the
 c?o. c?o advertisements in local newspapers promised to accelerate the
 pace of upgrading blacks to skilled trades, fight discrimination at work
 and in the community, and prevent the large-scale liquidation of black
 positions after the war. Paul Robeson made a nation-wide radio address

 National Archives-Philadelphia Region, Philadelphia, Pa., 12-808; Draft of speech by
 Joseph N. Pew Jr., "Who Are The Strikers?" Pew Papers; Opinion of the Court, National
 Labor Relations Board v Sun Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, On Petition for Enforcement
 of an Order of the National Labor Relations Board, 2?3, Albert D. MacDade, Memoirs of
 Albert Dutton MacDade. Delaware County Historical Society, 845 ; Brief for the
 National Labor Relations Board, National Labor Relations Board v Sun Shipbuilding and
 Dry Dock Company, On Petition for Enforcement of an Order of the National Labor Relations
 Board, zy.

 31 Bernard Mergen, "A History of the Industrial Union of Marine and Shipbuilding
 Workers of America, 1933?1951" (Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1968), vii;
 Albert Black to John Green, 27 Sept. 1943, Papers of the Industrial Union of Marine and
 Shipbuilding Workers of America, University of Maryland, College Park, Md.

 32 Philadelphia Afro-American, 12 Dec. 1942, 21 June 1943 ; New York Times, 10 Apr. 1943.
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 on behalf of the c?o and the naacp announced its support of the union
 that claimed to champion the "dignity, self respect, and economic security
 of the working man," regardless of race or color. The ssea responded by
 arguing that the cio's failure to address racial discrimination in plants it
 already represented belied their alleged "love for the colored man." It
 eventually went so far as to suggest a connection between totalitarianism
 and the c?o. "Keep your freedom!" it exhorted. "Keep the c?o out of
 Sun Ship!"33

 Mounting tension between the two factions finally erupted in violence
 in June 1943, when company guards at Yard No. 4 fired into a crowd of
 pro-cio employees. One died; four were wounded. Three of those
 wounded were later tried and convicted for inciting a riot; the guards
 were not disciplined. Anticipating further violence, Pennsylvania
 Governor Martin ordered all bars in Chester's waterfront wards closed on

 the day of the election.34
 Two weeks after the shooting, the c?o won a slim 50*9 percent majority.

 The Pittsburgh Courier reported that the vote in Yard No. 4 was 700 for

 33 Shipyard Worker, 25 June 1943 ; Philadelphia Afro-American, 19 June 1943, 26 June 1943 ;
 Pittsburgh Courier, 26 June 1943; "Sun Ship Workers and People of Chester," Chester
 Times, 28 June 1943; Philadelphia Afro-American, 5 June 1943, 19 June 1943. Recent
 scholarship in labor history supports the ssea's assertion that the c?o seemed to be, in
 some instances, committed to keeping black workers in "lowly laboring and cleaning"
 jobs. Despite the existence of the union's Committee to Abolish Racial Discrimination,
 its record of achievement varied with time, location, degree of local autonomy, and the
 nature of the industry. "There is now," Michael Goldfield argues, "and was during
 the 1930s and 1940s, a range of racial practices by [c?o] unions ... One must look at the
 percentage of African-American workers in a union, an industry, and area ; take into
 account locale, especially the percentage of workers in the South; and distinguish
 between the attitudes and practices of local officers, the international union, and rank
 and file members ... some unions improved their racial policies while the policies of
 others deteriorated." Of particular import seems to have been the degree of autonomy
 exercised by the local. "Where the international exercised influence, it pressured racist
 locals to reform; where its power was weaker and white opposition stronger, it
 responded more timidly. " [Michael Goldfield, " Race and the c?o : The Possibilities for
 Racial Egalitarianism During the 1930s and 1940s," International Labor and Working
 Class History, 44 (Fall 1993), 1-32; Eric Arnesen, "Up From Exclusion; Black and
 White Workers, Race, and the State of Labor History, " Reviews in American History, 26
 (Mar. 1998), 146-74.]

 34 Chester Times, 16 June 1943, 17 June 1943, 18 June 1943; Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
 v Edwyn Abrams, Quarter Session Docket Book yy, Delaware County Common Pleas
 Court, Trial no. 325, Oct. 1943, 416, Delaware County Archives, Glen Mills, Pa.;
 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v Henry T. McCrary and Willis J. Pinkett, Quarter Session
 Docket Book yy, Delaware County Common Pleas Court, Trial no. 305, Oct. 1943, 329,
 Delaware County Archives ; Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v James H. Brown, Quarter
 Sessions Docket Book zz, Delaware County Common Pleas Court, Trial no. 305,
 23 Mar. 1944; Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, 30 June 1943.
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 the c?o and 4,700 for the ssea. Most black workers in the other three yards
 did not vote. Fearful of racial violence, "most negroes in the mixed
 divisions stayed home on the election date. " The ssea tried to nullify the
 election in the courts while management refused to negotiate with the c?o.
 Finally, with the US District Court disclaiming jurisdiction, the nlrb
 insisting that the election was "fair and conclusive," and the War Labor
 Board exerting pressure, the Pews agreed to contract terms with the c?o.
 If the purpose of Yard No. 4 was to defeat the c?o, the plan failed.35

 Payroll considerations may also have been behind the yard, fdr's
 Executive Order called for equal pay for equal work in war-related
 industries. The Pews complied with the letter, but not the spirit, of the
 order. Salaries were equal throughout the shipyard. But, the Pews were
 under no legal obligation to equalize bonus plans. Bonuses were not
 salary, but rather discretionary benefits. Consequently, the war-time
 bonus system was limited to the white yards. Bonus checks were as high
 as $1200 while black "incentive" checks were far lower ? as low as one
 dollar. At the end of the war, the majority of Yard No. 4 workers wished
 to be transferred to one of the other three facilities where "they would be
 given an opportunity to share in bonuses and earn more money."36

 A handful of observers believed the project to be politically motivated.
 Pew had become a dedicated foe of the New Deal after fdr indicated his

 intention to impose price controls on the oil industry. By 1940, Joe and
 his siblings had contributed an estimated $2 million to Republican
 candidates. His activities and money earned him the title of "boss" of the
 state gop. It also earned him the condemnation of those who viewed him

 as a reactionary millionaire attempting to buy the government he wanted.
 One congressman, Adolph Sabath, included the Pews on his list of

 35 The Matter of Sun Shipbuilding and Dry dock Company and Industrial Union of Marine and
 Shipbuilding Workers of America, and Local z thereof, National Labor Relations Board,
 Case No. 4-R-1085, National Archives-Philadelphia Region, Philadelphia, Pa.; Chester
 Times, 6 July 1943 ; Herbert R. Northrup, Organised Labor and the Negro (New York:
 Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1944), 223 ; Sun Ship Employees Association, Inc. v National
 Labor Relations Board, et al., US District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania,
 June Term, 1943, Civil Action No. 3304. National Archives-Philadelphia Region,
 Philadelphia, Pa.; Chester Times, 9 July 1943, 22 July 1943, 6 Aug. 1943; Chester Times,
 6 Aug. 1943, 13 Aug. 1943 ; Agreement between Sun Shipbuilding and Drydock Company and
 Industrial Union of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers of America, 15 November 1943.
 National War Labor Board and National Wage Stabilization Board Regional
 Enforcement Case files, 1942?1947, Box 6497, National Archives-Philadelphia Region,
 Philadelphia, Pa.; Chester Times, 20 Nov. 1943.

 36 Alvin H. Swiggett, interview by John J. Turner, 12 Feb. 1977, Chester Black Experience;
 Charles George, "Report for Local 2, up to and including the week ending March 24,
 194$," Papers of the Industrial Union of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers of America.
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 "outstanding American Fascists." Joe scoffed at such charges. He saw
 himself as a latter-day Revolutionary patriot. "The Republican Party," he
 declared, "stands today where the Continental Army stood at Valley
 Forge, and if Hyam Salomon and Robert Morris could empty their purses
 to keep the army alive, so can we." Besides, as he admitted in a less
 guarded moment, "You can't get votes by advertising for them."37

 The black vote was especially important to Pew. In 1936, tens of
 thousands of black voters had "turned Lincoln's picture to the wall" and
 voted Democratic for the first time. Chester's black population remained
 strongly Republican, but such black gop strongholds were suddenly a

 minority that Pew and the gop feared might shrink further. "I agree,"
 wrote Samuel Reading to Pew in 1940, "that this country stands today at
 Valley Forge. How the Republican National Committee acts ... may
 decide on which side of the hastily dug trenches hundreds of thousands
 of Black warriors will be fighting. " The black yard, critics charged, was
 Pew's response to this challenge; it was a "purely political move"
 calculated to reclaim erstwhile Republican partisans. "The plain fact that
 leaps to the eye," declared the Chicago Defender, "is that this is a political
 stunt intended to retrieve the Republican Party from the morass of
 oblivion into which it has fallen. "38

 Political pundits closer to Chester saw a local angle to the project. Joe
 Pew was locked in a struggle with John McClure, ex-state senator and
 long-time Republican boss, for control of Delaware County ? home to
 both Sun Ship and the Sun Oil Refinery. McClure had an unsavory past.
 In 1933, he had been convicted of bootlegging and extortion. Eight years
 later, he had narrowly avoided another conviction, this time for swindling
 Chester out of $250,000. Such activities led Senator Joe Guffey to label the
 McClure Machine one of the "most corrupt, depraved, unconscionable
 machines that ever preyed on the body politic. "39

 Testimony in McClure's bootlegging trial had revealed that he had used
 Sun Oil Company tankers to import liquor into Chester. To make matters
 worse, McClure and Aggie Campbell were old friends and political allies ;

 37 "Mr. Pew At Valley Forge," Time, 19 (6 May 1940), 15-17; Congressional Record,
 17 May 1945, 4755-58. (The Congressman's characterization was expunged from the
 officiai record the following month); Dan Rottenberg, "The Sun Gods," Philadelphia
 Magazine, 9 (Sept. 1975), in?19, 180?97.

 38 Samuel H. Reading to Joseph N. Pew Jr., 4 May 1940, Pew Papers; Andrew Buni,
 Robert L. Vann of The Pittsburgh Courier (Pittsburgh : University of Pittsburgh Press,
 1974), 193-94; Pittsburgh Courier, 7 Nov. 1936, 14 Nov. 1936; Philadelphia Record,
 27 May 1942; Pittsburgh Courier, 13 June 1942; Chicasp Defender, 13 June 1942, 20 June
 1942.  39 Philadelphia Record, 23 Oct. 1940.
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 Pew suspected McClure had been behind much of the labor trouble,
 fomented by Campbell, at the yard. Consequently, Pew was bent on
 McClure's political destruction - a goal that could be achieved by co
 opting Chester's black vote. Buying that vote by creating thousands of
 jobs for blacks was, according to some, "Pew's weapon to win the all-out
 fight to break the McClure political death-grip" on the county.40

 Throughout the summer of 1942, construction of the $12 million
 facility and recruitment of a black workforce proceeded apace. By the end
 of the year, nearly 6,000 blacks had been added to Sun Ship's employee
 roster. The keel for the first ship, a C-4 cargo vessel, was laid in December
 1942. The following May, Rachel M. Stevenson, a twenty-three year
 veteran of Sun Ship, christened the USS Marine Eagle, the "first ocean
 going vessel in the long history of American shipbuilding to be all-Negro
 constructed." The tanker marks the graduation of the yard manned
 entirely by Negroes," the Chester Times celebrated. "So successful has it
 been that a way has been pointed for other sections of the nation to solve
 local problems of welfare and employment. " In the ensuing twenty-eight

 months, nineteen more ships slid down Yard No. 4's ways. Six were
 designed for conversion to naval hospital ships, the others were tank or
 troop transports.41

 By the time the Marine Eagle entered the waters of the Delaware River,
 black employment at Yard No. 4 had grown to nearly 10,000 and at least
 one major black newspaper had reversed its position. "Yard No. 4,"
 opined the Defender, "has confirmed and proved startling things of
 interest and value to American industry and American race relations."
 Rather than establishing a "sinister precedent" for the future, the yard
 was a testament to the "natural ability of Negro workers to make good
 when given a chance. " The Defender, however, was reluctant to praise the

 40 Testimony of: Walter Austin, 13 Oct. 1933, 2312?78; Peter Tovesson, 14 Oct. 1933,
 2645-83; Hesyon McCray, 16 Oct. 1933, 2737-51; and J. Harvey Sykes, 26 Oct. 1933,
 U.S. v John McClure et al., US District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania,
 June Term, 1933, No. 5859. National Archives-Philadelphia Region, Phildelphia, Pa.;
 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v John J. McClure, et al., Quarter Sessions Docket Book tt,
 Delaware County Common Pleas Court, Trial no. 443, Dec. 1940 Term, Delaware
 County Archives, Glen Mills, Pa.; J. Mervyn Harris, interview by author, 18 Mar.
 1996; Chester Times, 21 Dec. 1945, 9 Sept. 1947; Guy DeFuria, interview by author,
 2 May 1996; James F. Dougherty to Joseph N. Pew Jr., 28 Feb. 1947, Pew Papers;
 Richard Harris, "Chester Skeptical On Sunship's New Yard," Philadelphia Independent,
 14 June 1942; George Raymond interview, 25 Aug. 1997.

 41 " Sun Ship, " Brown American; Emmett J. Scott, "The Experiment That Did Not Fail" ;
 Our Yard, 5 (Jan. 1943), 8; "All-Negro," Chester Times, 8 May 1943; Record of Ships
 Built by Sun Shipbuilding and Dry dock Co., Dr. No. 78?58, Delaware County Historical
 Society, Sun Ship File.
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 Pews. Rather, the success of the enterprise was tribute to the "personal
 charm, sheer intellect, sagacity, and unparalleled experience" of Emmett
 Scott.42

 Despite a nationwide recruitment program, the yard continued to suffer
 from chronic man-power shortages. The needs of the armed forces,
 combined with competition from other industries and the physical
 demands of shipyard work caused continuously high personnel turnover
 rates. In February 1945, Sun imported 150 Jamaican workers, housing
 them at company expense in the old Media county jail. Another 150
 arrived the following month and took up residence in an abandoned
 Philadelphia Electric building in Chester. By the time this group arrived,
 however, plans to close Yard No. 4 were already in motion. In May 1945,
 Yard No. 4 launched its twentieth and final ocean-going vessel, the S S
 Marine Runner. Scott's personnel office closed in July, and Sun began the
 process of re-distributing Yard No. 4's workers to its other three yards.
 John G. Pew pledged that race would not be a factor in personnel
 retention decisions. During the next sixteen months, Sun made continuous
 cutbacks in its labor force. By January 1947, the shipyard was back to a
 1939 level of about 2,000. Of that number, approximately 525 were
 black.43

 Jerome Holland, Scott's assistant in Yard No. 4, made an in-depth
 study of the blacks who had worked at Sun Ship during the war. Focusing
 primarily on long-term race relations and socio-economic improvement,
 Holland found that the Pews' decision to train blacks in previously white
 only trades had proven to be beneficial for all involved. Some whites had
 "refused to teach Negro employees. Others refused to work with them. "
 A handful were fired due to their prejudice. According to Holland,
 however, racial hostility was as much the fault of blacks as it was of
 whites. "Negro workers," he claimed, "often had a chip on their
 shoulders, and the least criticism was accepted only as an attack on the
 group for racial reasons.44

 Once whites saw the quality of the work produced by their black

 42 Chester Times, n May 1943; Chicago Defender, 13 June 1942, 6 Nov. 1943.
 43 Record of Ships Built by Sun Shipbuilding and Dry dock Co., Dr. No. 78?58; Philadelphia

 Independent, 31 May 1942; Jerome H. Holland, "A Study of Negroes Employed by the
 Sun Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company During World War II and Their Problems
 in the Post War Period" (Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1950), 92?94; Upper

 Darby News, 15 Feb. 1945 ; Chester Times, 6 March 1945 ; Record of Ships Built by Sun
 Shipbuilding and Drydock Co., Dr. No. 78?58; Philadelphia Independent, 14 July 1945,
 4 Aug. 1945 ; Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, 26 Dec. 1946; Holland, 85-95.

 44 Holland, 70, 93-94.
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 brethren, Holland concluded, the old stereotypes of lazy, irresponsible,
 blacks were forgotten and the problem of prejudice shrunk to
 insignificance. More than any other factor, it was the "fine productive
 record made by the first [black] trainees" that broke down the barriers of
 prejudice and segregation. As a result of their performance, the "problem
 of integration of the Negro into the production system was accomplished
 without any great fuss or fanfare." As the barriers were allegedly
 crumbling, black workers learned new skills, improving both their ability
 to earn a respectable wage and their sense of self-worth. In the final
 analysis, Holland judged the Pew experiment a success. Just as Scott had
 predicted in 1942, it offered proof of the validity of Booker T.

 Washington's approach to race relations and black socio-economic uplift.
 Curiously, Holland ignored the fact that thousands of his subjects worked
 in a segregated yard; he did not acknowledge the existence of Yard

 No. 4.45
 Several factors suggest that, in nearly every respect, Yard No. 4 was a

 failure. The Maritime Commission claimed racial tension was a serious

 concern. "The pugnacious attitude of the workmen," one staffer
 observed, "is a grave discouragement." Some white supervisors were
 physically assaulted. Others were verbally abused. Contrary to the boast
 of an all-black operation, blacks made up 100 % of the workforce but zero
 percent of the management ? a fact that many attributed to the Pews'
 racism. "The Negro," one naacp official reported, "does not hold any
 key position in the yard ; all of the foremen and most of the leaders are
 white ... [The Pews] know it is better to keep intelligent Negroes from
 such positions. "46

 The union dispute exacerbated racial tension. Even after the c?o won
 certification, the majority of blacks in Yard No. 4 refused to sign on. Their
 refusal may have been partially attributable to the lingering effects of a
 historic mistrust of the union movement or to a sense of loyalty to the
 Pews and to Emmett Scott who had provided them with good-paying

 45 Holland, 90, 70. It is interesting to note how closely Holland's 1950 evaluation of black
 employment and race relations at Sun mirrored Scott's 1942 predictions. In 1942, Scott
 stated that "the present program will tend greatly to lessen traditional prejudices and
 some of the oppositions of the past. The far-reaching and long-range value of having
 a large group of trained and qualified Negroes in skilled crafts will not be lost upon the
 26,000 employees of the company. It will remove from the minds of many persons,
 colored as well as white, doubts and fears regarding the capability of the Negro
 craftsman." [Emmett J. Scott, "Ship Yard No. 4," Our Yard, 12 (Aug. 1942), 6-7.]

 46 Hunt et al. to William H. Blakeman, 29 July 1943, Papers of the U.S. Maritime
 Commission, National Archives, Washington, D.C. ; John Grantham to Walter White,
 31 Oct. 1943, NAACP Papers.
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 jobs. At the same time, their refusal may well have stemmed from
 prevailing racial prejudice in Chester and Delaware County. That
 prejudice was mirrored in the shipyard and created a situation where an
 enlightened national leadership was unable to overcome the racist
 sentiments of the white rank and file.

 Whatever the reasons, black refusal to accept the legitimacy of the c?o
 exacerbated racial tension and "created a serious cleavage" between white
 and black workers that persisted throughout the yard's existence. While
 representatives from national headquarters emphasized the union's
 commitment to equal opportunity, local leadership pursued a policy
 antagonistic towards blacks. Local president Jack Jascourt frequently
 "indulged in discussions intended to create race hatred against the Negro
 workers in #4 Yard. " On one occasion, he beat a black union member and
 threatened to go up to Yard No. 4 and "have it out" with the rest of
 them. On another occasion he urged the white membership not to support
 the "nigger slate" in the election of delegates to the national convention.
 Eventually, the national removed the local's officers and suspended its
 autonomy ? a move that did not eliminate racial tension. Nearly a year
 after the closing of No. 4 Yard, an effigy of a black man was found
 hanging from a crane in the company's north yard. The Philadelphia
 Tribune claimed it was the work of the Ku-Klux-Klan activists at Sun.

 Clearly, racism at Sun Ship was a bigger issue than Holland was willing
 to admit.47

 Productivity was an equally serious problem. "The No. 4 yard is a
 melting pot from which we expect much," the Maritime Commission's
 chief auditor reported, but "the Commission should not depend on
 production from this yard to materially assist in the war effort." His
 prediction proved accurate. Between December 1942 and September
 1945, Yard No. 4, with 8 of Sun's 28 ways, produced 20 C-4 transport
 ships. Average build time was thirteen months; average tonnage was
 11,385 tons. During the same time period, the north, central, and south
 yards produced 132 ocean-going tankers. Average build time was four
 months ; average tonnage was 10,23 3 tons. Yard No. 4 took approximately
 four times as long to build a ship as did the other three yards.48

 47 Northrup, 224; Open letter from Russell Watson, National Organizer for the CIO, to
 the Sun Shipyard workers, Aug. 1941; Charles George to John Grogan, "Report on
 the Improper Conduct of Certain Officers of Local no. 2, Papers of the Industrial Union
 of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers of America; Philadelphia Tribune, 3 Sept. 1946.

 48 Hunt to Blakeman, 30 July 1943, Papers of the U.S. Maritime Commission, National
 Archives, Washington, D.C. ; Record of Ships Built by Sun Shipbuilding and Drydock
 Company. Dr. no. 78?58, Delaware County Historical Society, Marple, Pa.
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 Several factors contributed to the differences in productivity. To begin,
 only Yard No. 4 built C-4S which, by design, took longer to complete.
 The other yards produced tankers - ships with which Sun workers were
 intimately familiar. Secondly, the C-4 program was plagued with delays
 due to design changes. First conceived as tank transports, they were
 changed to troop carriers, then to hospital ships, and eventually back to
 tank transports. Thirdly, Yard No. 4 was staffed with newly trained black
 tradesmen who could not compare in experience, speed, or efficiency, with
 the workers in the other yards. Ultimately, however, neither experience
 nor design changes, nor bureaucratic delays could fully account for the
 poor production record of Yard No. 4. Those problems were exacerbated
 by labor strife, racial tension, and poor management?worker relations ?
 all of which doomed the yard to failure. So poor was No. 4's production
 record that the Maritime Commission canceled Sun's C-4 contract after

 only 20 of 50 ships had been delivered.49
 If Yard No. 4 was part of a larger plan conceived by Joe Pew to seize

 control of the county Republican organization, it was equally un
 successful. During the four years of the yard's existence, Chester's black
 voters never gave a majority to a Pew-supported candidate. Between 1942
 and 1946, Pew waged three intensive electoral battles against the McClure
 machine. The description of the voting pattern in the 1946 contest
 between Pew's candidate, Wallace Chadwick, and McClure's man, LeRoy
 Van Roden, typified all three elections: "Sweeping district after district,
 Chadwick held a substantial lead for the entire county; then Chester's
 infamous 'Zero Wards' announced their returns." Those "Zero Wards"
 included the black Third and Ninth Wards that went to Van Roden

 1,295-385. The second precinct of the Third Ward gave Chadwick only
 7 votes, the first precinct of the Ninth Ward only 4. City-wide, Chester
 gave Van Roden a 2,62 5-vote majority, helping him beat Chadwick in the
 county-wide contest. Despite the best efforts of Pew, the black electorate
 in Chester never abandoned the McClure machine - a remarkable record

 that put blacks in the ambiguous position of supporting Pew's anti-union
 politics inside the yard while opposing his larger political aspirations.50

 The only true success of Yard No. 4 was the socio-economic benefit to
 the blacks who worked there. The economic part of this success was, for

 49 Helen Kunth, " The C-4 Shipbuilding Program, " Historians' Collection, Papers of the
 U.S. Maritime Commission; Lane, 623.

 50 Chester Times, 20 June 1945, 21 May 1942, 25 Apr. 1944, 22 May 1946, 10 Sept. 1947,
 28 Apr. 1948. " Zero Wards " were certain wards in the city of Chester where candidates
 running against the machine often failed to receive a single vote.
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 the most part, temporary. Thousands received training in new trades.
 This training allowed them to earn higher wages. With the end of the war
 and resulting layoffs, however, most blacks lost their jobs and were forced
 to find work at lower rates of pay. Holland found that only 10 percent of
 the blacks employed at Sun during the war were able to continue in the
 ship-building trades. A significant percentage of those who entered the
 yard as unskilled laborers were able to find skilled and semi-skilled work
 after the war. But, concluded Holland, such gains (in marketable skill
 levels) "were not sufficient to adequately care for the large numbers of
 skilled workers who were laid off. "51

 The non-economic benefits were more permanent. The combined
 experiences of working in a major industry, being exposed to the labor
 movement, learning a trade and using it to contribute to the war effort,
 and enjoying at least the possibility of advancement into lower-level
 management, proved to have a profound effect on many who worked in
 Yard No. 4. As Holland stated it:

 The Negro worker was given an opportunity to better his condition. He was
 taught some of the skilled trades ... This gave him a certain status, and for the
 first time ... he could actually believe in himself, that he was a competent worker
 and an asset to the company. He was able to teach other members of his group.
 It was the first time that [they] had had an opportunity to accept training from
 members of their own group. These factors developed self pride and self
 confidence which is important to all individuals in the development of their
 social-cultural life.52

 Overall, the war-time experience marked a watershed in the history of
 Chester's black community. The war confirmed what black organizations
 had been arguing for years ? that the time for full social, political and
 economic equality had arrived. Many of those who served in the armed
 forces returned with serious questions about the heretofore accepted
 segregation in their native city. Black industrial workers experienced
 similar conversions. Their war-time experience bred a new maturity and
 a new sense of purpose. Yard No. 4 proved to be the incubator for a new
 cadre of black civil rights activists in Chester. One Yard No. 4 worker,
 George Raymond, would assume the presidency of the Chester naacp and
 lead the successful post-war assault on discrimination and segregation in
 Chester. "I have discovered few optimists," George Schuyler wrote in a
 1945 editorial that described the new breed of black leaders in Chester and
 elsewhere. "They know the score far better than did their fathers and they

 51 Holland, 96-111.  52 Ibid., 122.
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 88 John M. McLarnon

 are determined that conditions for Negroes must be better in the post-war
 world."53

 53 These sentiments were expressed by a number of people interviewed for the Chester
 Black Experience. See interviews with George Raymond, Horace Saven, Leo Holmes,

 William Raymond, Tiney Bradford, and Theodore Laws ; Pittsburgh Courier, z 5 August
 1945.
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